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1. Introduction of members, friends and guests – The meeting was called to order at 2:30 pm.
Attendees introduced themselves.
2. Remarks by the chair – Tom Linkous : Tom announced that he term as Chair will end in April.
Alex Levy will become the Chair of the Committee. Members and friends thanked Tom for his
service and dedication. Tom will continue to be involved at least through the mid-year meeting at
ICOET.
3. TRB issues and news – Christy Gerencher, Senior Program Officer & Staff Representative
updated the group on TRB news. A TRB twitter account set up. There were 10,700 attendees this
year, a new record. The next annual meeting is January 22-25 2012. The spotlight theme next
year is: Transportation: Putting Innovation and People to Work. TRB did not prepare a CD this
year; papers will be totally on line- www. amonline.trb.org . The site is now open to all
registrants; in mid-February presentations will be available (using a viewer, won’t be able to
download) and sessions will be uploaded. All registrants, and sponsors will have free access using
your email address. Comments on this new system will be appreciated. The papers will likely be
available in perpetuity. Our committee presentations will continue to be on our own website.
There is new content on standing committees on TRB website. Feedback from last year helped
shape the content, located at www.trb.org/technicalactivities. Committee web pages will also be
updated, as they currently contain just members and committee mission. She will be contacting us
for input. There was discussion of phone/internet access. TRB is experimenting with internet and
phone access this year. Having phone access in all rooms is unaffordable.
4. Environment and Planning Section –Mark Kross introduced himself; formerly of MoDOT and
former chair of Environmental Analysis; now incoming TRB Planning and Environment Group
Chair, replacing Kate Quinn. He provided Section updates. TRB is looking at one new committee
related to Marine Safety and a Task Force on data knowledge management. Mark emphasized the
importance of generating research ideas since many are funded from our Section. New
publications include a Research Results Digest 350 Continuing Project to Synthesize Information
on Highway Problems: 2011 and a pamphlet on competitive funding sources for transportation
(www.Trb.org/research funding) . Mark said that TRB has increased the number of young
members to 4, so we can add some new members. Our committee rotation is due in January 2012.
We will need to update our strategic plan in 2013. In actuality we should be doing this
continually; we need to check on what is on website to make it sure matches what we think; and
then we need to keep it current.
Mary Gray and Deb Nelson asked if members/friends would let the committee know about
presentations, here and elsewhere. This is one of the goals in our triennial plan. There was
discussion on our sessions at this meeting. The session on wildlife crossings was very strong, with
two specific papers and one general paper that was very applicable to the subject matter. Our
second session on low volume roads and ecology included a discussion on the indirect effects of

sustainability (transportation needs of renewable energy) on roads. The paper on toxicity of
various dust suppressants will continue its research into field testing. There was also an excellent
paper on fish passage on low volume roads. There was positive feedback on the Sunday workshop
(ARC wildlife crossing competition) where the five finalists gave presentations. WTI and NinaMarie Lister (check spelling) were instrumental in getting this going. This event generated a lot of
publicity including a YouTube video, news articles in NY Times, Denver Post, and Wall Street
Journal, and display in Congress with presentation by Congressmen Jared Polis and Rush Holt,
sponsors of the Wildlife Corridors Conservation Act.
5. Subcommittee Reports
1)

Communication - Marcia Bowen
The committee accomplished the following activities:
a. Minutes of the 2010 Annual meeting and 2010 summer meeting were
distributed, approved and posted on the website.
b. Two newsletters were prepared.
c. The members and friends email list was kept updated with regular
dissemination of noteworthy items.
d. Attendance at Committee Communications Coordinators “CCC” webinar.
e. The committee website was kept up to date (see website report).

Marcia noted that there is a TRB initiative to use social networking tools to communicate with
members and friends. Those present indicated a preference for LinkedIn over
Facebook/Myspace, because it is more professional. Marcia will send out a short survey.
2) Web Site – Chris Gesing (in absentia)
The following are the activities since the June 2010 Business Meeting in Raleigh, NC:
a. Posted a link for the 2011 International Conference on Ecology and
Transportation Announcement/Save the Date website.
b. Posted the Winter 2010-2011 Newsletter.
c. Posted a link to the 2011 TRB Annual Meeting Website and Annual Meeting
& Workshop Agenda.
d. Posted the January 2010 Business Meeting Minutes.
e. Continued updating the Home Page with announcements, registrations and
preliminary program information for TRB Annual Meeting and ADC30
Summer Workshop. Special thanks to Nancy Bailey at CTE for promptly
posting the website updates.
On-going Efforts
• Keep the website updated with current events/news
• Maintain the listserv
• Continue collecting session and presentation materials at the TRB Annual
Meetings and ADC30 Summer Workshops and making the information
available from the “Conferences” web page.
• Post ADC30 business meeting minutes as they are approved
• Post Subcommittee Goals and Objectives as they are developed and approved
• Post links and information of interest to the Committee (e.g. AASHTO research) on
the website

3) Liaison – Lars Carlson: committee members and friends are continuing to reach out
to other committees. Those who attend other committee meetings should send an email
synopsis to Lars, who will provide to Marcia for dissemination. Deb Nelson
mentioned Ed Wallingford ADC60 is having a conference with historic preservation
committee in Portland OR on July 25-27 with a theme of balancing sustainability
and livability.
4) Programs – Alex Levy (paper review coordinator) reported that we received 3 papers
for review; these are assigned by section heads unless papers are earmarked for a
committee. We had 23 reviewers responded to request for review, which is great
response. Generally 1 out of 4 papers are approved for publication as a peer-reviewed
publication. Next year’s theme doesn’t seem that applicable to our mission, so we may
need to be creative. ICOET presentations often are fodder for annual meeting. Posters:
in the past, there is usually a call for papers; some are accepted for publication or
presentation and some accepted as posters ( research in progress). This year the
Environmental Analysis Committee had a call for posters ; our committee could do
this to get more ‘not ready for lectern papers’, especially from students. Deb Nelson
mentioned that connections are important, more important than having ADC030
banner; innovation and decision support tools could be part of next year’s themes. We
could also do a joint call with other committees. Ecosystem resilience/complex
systems are research topics that could be incorporated.
Landscape/hydraulics/hydrology are other committees that we could link up with.
Deb’s paper was integrated with pavement/culverts, and thus was seen by a different
audience. Winter maintenance.
5) Research – Patricia Cramer : Patty passed out a report based on research priorities
identified during the Mid Year conference. The conference focused research needs on
four topics (Energy, sustainability, livability, climate change) to identify cross cutting
research needs; a pre-conference workshop identified research needs in these
categories; then conference participants voted on their priorities. A conference
summary was prepared and presented to FHWA as a guidance document for research
priorities for their funding programs (STEP, NCHRP, etc). Patty felt these topics
weren’t exactly in line with our priorities. She listed two as high priority: 1. how can
we facilitate wildlife movement vis a vis climate change; and 2: how to develop
sustainability- metrics. This information needs to be posted on our website, but is
integral to our mission. She asked that Chris Gesing make a tab on website for
“research needs” (in the blue bar). Within this, we need several areas- research needs
statements; research that is “on the ground”; research results; the research needs
document that was created in the 2010 mid year meeting; and the 2525 tasks that are
going on now- with links. She recommended that we pull out those specific to our
committee. This would help us know where are we going, where have we been, where
are we today. The goal is to be a ‘go to’ place for practitioners in transportation
ecology. We can send content to Chris, which is simple, but keeping the content
current is key. There was discussion about other research areas (AASHTO, TRIS
research in progress). This subcommittee will be meeting. Patty needs help from
Committee to implement. She thinks the Committee should put out two research
statements in next couple of months (#1 on our list; plus Bridget Donaldson has a very
specific research item). Deb Nelson emphasized the need statements should be broad
so that other committees can co-sponsor; we also need to have a DOT sponsor.
6) Steering Subcommittee – Mary Gray, Deb Nelson, Susan Hagood. The Steering
Committee Report has been updated. People should keep sending things in, especially

the subcommittee chairs. Tom said we have the reputation for being a well functioning
committee.
6. Wildlife Society Professional Certification Program - Joe Burns said that if you are a certified
wildlife biologist (or aspiring) see Joe re: getting credits.
7. Agency Updates : The FHWA report was given by Bethany Bacher-Gresock, the new team
leader (Carol Atkins retired); she reported that Marlys Osterhuse is the new mitigation team
leader. FHWA just completed the Ecological Successes document with the assistance of Volpe
and others. Jimmy Kagan, one of 15 original Eco-Logical grantees, will be tracking implemented
projects. FHWA is also supporting SHRP 2 efforts.
The USFWS report was given by Catherine Liller. USFWS is working with FHWA/Volpe to
develop an Endangered Species Act web tool. They are also planning to link USFWS and FHWA
databases. USFWS is working with Colorado DOT on maintenance projects. They are correlating
Northern Rockies wildlife corridor movements/climate change effects. They are also trying to
work with state USFWS/DOTs in Every Day counts initiatives with FHWA. In addition, they are
assisting with the development of Long Range Transportation and Refuge Plans for federal lands.
Each regional office is doing a regional plan.
The Corps of Engineers report was given by Michael Lamprecht . The Corps is updating the
wetland plant list, which is now out on public notice for a 60-day comment period. The Corps
nationwide permits will expire in March 2012. Michael is expecting that draft regulations will be
released in early February (was issued in FEDERAL REGISTER NOTICE Vol. 76, No. 32
February 16, 2011 pp. 9174-9210). Each District will also release draft regulations via public
notice, with a 45-day comment period. The Corps is also working on cumulative impact
analysis. The Corps just released a new HGM model for West Virginia/Kentucky high gradient
streams. The model is currently being validated. Michael’s focus is the transportation
community-of practice quarterly discussions; and EDC discussions, with feedback to FHWA.
The Corps has tools to help review projects including programmatic approaches such as the
Highway Methodology, which merges 404 and NEPA, and roadside ditch definition.
Laura Bachle from EPA Office of Water gave the EPA report. There is new guidance on the
geographic definition /jurisdiction of the Clean Water Act, including a definition of fill (post
SWANCC), new rulemaking and waste treatment exclusion. EPA is conducting rulemaking on
Clean Water Act NPDES. She passed out a handout on training. EPA is working on stormwater;
sustainable communities; and green highways. They have developed a watershed registry pilot
that is now ready for prime time; look for webinars. EPA is also developing deicing alternatives
to chlorides to reduce adverse effects on drinking water.
Sandy Jacobson gave the USFS report. They are developing a watershed-based ecological
framework for assessment, called the Watershed Condition Assessment. This initiative lines up
well with Eco- Logical. They are also updating their wildlife crossing toolkit; the first iteration
(2002) is now obsolete due to emerging science and web advancements. The new and improved
Wildlife Crossings Toolkit will be back online to the public later this winter
(http://www.fs.fed.us/wildlifecrossings). The emphasis of the website is transportation ecology
tools for natural resource managers. One section is on how to retrofit existing crossings to allow
wildlife passage. Sandy is also working on a Deer Vehicle Collision avoidance video, which will
be completed at the end of September 2011. The focus is on avoidance with emphasis on
human/driver safety. Another project is a rapid assessment of two state STIPs for projects with

potential threats or opportunities to terrestrial wildlife. The emphasis in the assessment was to
develop a process to better identify and track information of interest in STIPs to natural resource
managers, so that resource agencies would be better able to engage early and in a more
constructive manner. The process could be duplicated in other States. This could be linked to
TCAP for transportation planning.
Marie Venner reported that the FHWA STARS (Structured Transparent Accountable
Reproducible Sustainable) workshops for MPOs will be held at 6 additional locations including
West Virginia , Kansas, and others. She reported that the SHRP2 C06 program, specifically
Jimmy Kagan, is building on early interagency work on Eco-Logical; he has sent queries to
practitioners on how it is being implemented and identifying ways to improve. Eco-Logical’s
advance mitigation and programmatic approaches interface well with EDC. Weblink:
http://144.171.11.40/cmsfeed/TRBNetProjectDisplay.asp?ProjectID=2423
8. Organization Updates – CTE James Martin spoke. There is a lot of concern about funding,
specifically as it might affect the UTC program. CTE has been involved in other research (see
handout) including development of a NCDOT sustainability blueprint; a Complete Streets
guidelines/initiative with NCDOT; and just wrapped up CSS National Dialogues (6 across
country); some additional workshops may be funded later this year; They have not scheduled
2011 teleconferences yet but will be scheduling them in the near future. CTE is sponsoring
ICOET in Seattle on Aug 21-25 2011. There is a call for abstracts that is still open, now extended
to Feb 15; 41 abstracts have been submitted so far. They need reviewers. Check the website (
www.icoet.net) as on-line registration is available. There will be some limited travel subsidies
for presenters. $750 max US, $1000 international subsidy. The theme is sustainability in motion
( which goes beyond wildlife crossings and animal/vehicle collisions). Since ADC10 will also be
having its summer meeting there, they are looking for broader topics of joint interest such as
innovative engineering designs, interagency partnerships, etc. ADC10 should be submitting
abstracts as well. Our committee can also suggest sessions as well.
Road Ecology Center: Allison sent in a report (attached); they are interested in Pacific Rim
collaboration. They have recently published a paper on fragmentation plus a guidance document
for Caltrans on wildlife crossings and conducted a California connectivity forum.
WTI is continuing monitoring/research on crossings and animal detection systems on I-90;
testing swimming/jumping abilities for juveniles/adult fish species. They sent group to China to
investigate road ecology there. Trish asked about the economics of an animal vehicle collision
investigation.
9. NGOs – The Defenders of Wildlife was given by Trish White. The Conservation Registry
database of conservation measures has been established; it is interactive and collaborative. It is
important for practitioners to populate; currently includes wildlife crossings. Information can be
sent to Trish if you don’t have time to put information. Defenders is supporting research and
followup initiatives in the Highway Bill. To support this, it is important to get success stories to
Congress to demonstrate how research pays off. They are also getting governors and MPOs to
declare Wildlife Awareness Week. Trish said they have a volunteers all over the country that are
willing to help (pull weeds, etc) in conservation initiatives- so contact her if you need assistance.
She reported that the Transwild Alliance coalition of NGOs continues to grow.

10. Future Meetings: ICOET 2011 / ADC30 Summer Meeting - Seattle, Washington - August-2025. Tuesday night meeting. Shorter. Conference calls for subcommittees. 2012 – Annual Meeting:
January 22-25
11. New business: There was discussion about more collaboration with GIS subcommittee. At next
year’s annual meeting, we only have 2.3 sessions since one will come from ICOET. There is also
potential for a workshop. Cross group sessions do not count towards our total if they are on
critical issues.
12. Subcommittee meeting time: Subcommittees may have met, but many left due to weather.
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Agenda
1. Introduction of members, friends and guests – Please sign and return the attendance form
2. Remarks by the chair – Tom Linkous
TRB Update
3. TRB issues and news – Christy Gerencher, Senior Program Officer & Staff Representative
3a. Environment and Planning Section – Kate Quinn
4. Subcommittee Reports
Communication - Marcia Bowen
Approval of minutes of the ADC30 Business Meeting 2009 Summer Meeting
Web Site – Chris Gesing
Liaison – Lars Carlson
Programs – Alex Levy (paper review coordinator)
Research – Patricia Cramer
Steering Subcommittee – Mary Gray (Deb Nelson, Susan Hagood)
5. Wildlife Society Professional Certification Program - Joe Burns
6. Agency Updates – FHWA, USFWS, USFS, USEPA, Others
7. Organization Updates – CTE, Road Ecology Center, WTI, VTRC, others?
8. NGOs – Humane Society of the US, Defenders of Wildlife, others?
9. Future Meetings
ICOET 2011 / ADC30 Summer Meeting - Seattle, Washington - August-20-25
2012 – Annual Meeting
10. Old business
11. New business
12. Subcommittee meeting time
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SANTA CRUZ

Co-Directors
Alison M. Berry, Professor
Department of Plant Sciences
UC Davis

● SANTA BARBARA ●

Fraser M. Shilling, Research Scientist
Environmental Science & Policy Department
UC Davis

Highlights of Recent & Current Projects of the Road Ecology Center
1)
Developed an economic valuation approach for environmental impacts of
transportation in partnership with Caltrans and other state and federal entities (20082010).
2)
Developed the California Wildlife Crossing Guidance Manual for Caltrans (2009),
http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/env/bio/wildlife_crossings/.
3)
Organized the 2nd California Connectivity Forum, 2010 (December 1, 2010) in
collaboration with Defenders of Wildlife and the University Transportation Center.
4)
Continued monitoring of wildlife movement alongside and across/under Interstate
80 in the Sierra Nevada (University Transportation Center-funded; ongoing).
5)
Building a "Road Effect Zone" GIS model for use in understanding and mitigating
effects of transportation infrastructure (2010).
7)
Developing a regional connectivity strategy for use in regional land-use and
transportation planning, in partnership with California Department of Fish and Game,
US Fish and Wildlife, Defenders of Wildlife, and local governments/municipal planning
organizations (2010-2011).
8)
Constructed the first-of-their-kind statewide web-sites for reporting
roadkill (ongoing): the California Roadkill Observation System
(http://www.wildlifecrossing.net/California/) and Maine Audubon Wildlife
Road Watch (http://www.wildlifecrossing.net/Maine/). The latter was
highlighted recently (January, 2011) in a Federal Highways Administration
"Successes in Stewardship" newsletter:
(http://www.environment.fhwa.dot.gov/strmlng/newsletters/jan11nl.asp).
9)
Collaborating with Caltrans District 4 to study wildlife movement along I-280
(Bay Area) to inform large-scale remediation of the interstate to reduce wildlife-vehicle
collisions (2011-2013).
10)
Collaborating with Caltrans District 4 on a project sponsored by TRB-SHRP2
(C21C) to develop a stewardship-based corridor plant for highway 37 in the Bay Area
(2011-2013).
We are interested in joint road-ecology collaborations with Pacific Rim countries, where
transportation infrastructure is developing rapidly:
Li T, Shilling FM, Thorne JH, Li F, Schott H, Boynton R, and AM Berry (2010)
Fragmentation of China’s Landscape by Roads and Urban Areas. Landscape Ecology 25
(6), 839 – 853.
http://www.springerlink.com/content/p0408368201676q4/

